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Christmas week was a holiday-shortened trading week, with all
markets closed on Friday, Christmas Eve.
Phil started Monday
reiterating our recent market thesis: “We’re watching 11,500 on the
Dow as well as the 1,225 line on the S&P, which is its "must hold" line.
Will the Dow break higher or the S&P break lower?
That’s our
directional question for this thinly-traded week. The easier path is for
the Dow to move higher – as you can see from the chart (on the next
page), the markets generally rise on lower volume weeks and we’re
pretty much guaranteed two in a row to close out the year with
Christmas Eve this Friday and New Year’s Eve next Friday.”
Not surprisingly, the Dow followed the path of least resistance. The
index broke through our 11,500 target and ended the week at 11,573,
while the S&P stayed above 1,225 and ended the week at 1,257.
Meanwhile, the Fed purchased $26Bn worth of Treasuries via Permanent
Open Market Operations (POMO) this week as its quantitative easing
(QE2) program continued. We believe the POMO funds are driving the
markets higher--that this money is being funneled by the Primary
Dealers (big banks) into the equities and commodities markets.
Charles Biderman, founder and CEO of TrimTabs Investment
Research, is in the business of researching equity market liquidity. He
shares our opinion that QE2 (via POMO) is boosting the markets.
Biderman appeared on CNBC in an interview with Maria Bartiromo,
where he pointed out that while US equities had an inflow of 16.7Bn so
far this December, they have had a total outflow of 41.3Bn this year to
date.
Asked to explain the “massive shift in fund flows”, Biderman said
“Well, individuals have been selling US equities consistently since April,
the 'flash crash', and recently we have seen a small inflow into equity
funds, mutual funds, there are larger inflows into US ETF's which we
think is probably new money coming from institutions, rather than
retail.” When asked if he thought that the retail investor was coming
back to the US equity markets, Biderman replied “They're not coming
back to the US. What those investors that are investing are buying (is)
global equity and they're buying commodities. We're seeing lots of
money going into commodity ETF funds, gold, silver, we're seeing lots of
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money going offshore to the BRICs, to the emerging
markets, and we're not seeing money going into US
equities.”
Bartiromo then asked “In terms of 2011, do
you think that continues? What are your
expectations?” Biderman replied “It's very strange
for someone like me who watches money, because
individuals have been selling, companies are net
selling… the insider selling and new offerings are
swamping any buyback or any cash M&A activities
since QE2 was announced. Pension funds, hedge
funds don't really have all that much new cash to
invest. So who's buying the stock people are
selling? It's QE2. Since QE2 the market's gone up,
so what nobody's asking and what I'm asking is
what happens when QE2 stops? If the only buyer is
the Fed, and the Fed stops buying, I don't know
what's going to happen... When I was on your
show a year ago and I was saying the same… We
can't figure out who is doing the buying, it has to
be the government, and people said I was nuts.
Now the government is admitting it’s rigging the
market.”
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According to financial author Mike Whitney,
equities are continuing their “frothy” climb in
spite of significant problems in the U.S. economy.
Problems aside, positive economic data (retail
spending, manufacturing, expanding credit, and
consumer confidence) has been supporting the
idea that the economy is recovering. Investors are
also hopeful that extending Bush's tax cuts and
continuing quantitative easing (QE2) will lower
unemployment and promote economic growth.
Further, the QE2 program involves purchasing
Treasuries from the Primary Dealers (the big
banks) and the Primary Dealers appear to be
“moving more of that money into high risk assets,
helping to reflate equities despite already high
valuations.” While this has “not triggered a more
generalized trend by retail investors who are still
skittish due to the May 9 Flash Crash and other
confidence eroding factors, the Federal Reserve's
bond purchases are pushing investors towards
higher risk assets, mainly equities.”
But the balance favoring higher equity prices
may not last indefinitely, as Mike also points out,
Ben Bernanke's efforts to
engineer another bubble
may be torpedoed by
“the ominous combo of
a slowdown in China,
deflation in the
eurozone, a collapse in
state revenues in the
US, and a deficithawkish Congress
determined to sabotage
any fiscal stimulus
efforts by Obama,” and
he warns “POMO is a
drip- feed to the
equities markets and if
Bernanke suddenly
stopped the program,
stocks would likely fall
sharply.”
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Merry Monday - Will Santa Deliver Dow 11,500?
Monday was a quiet, thinly traded day, with
the Dow again failing to take out the 11,500 line
and ending the day down 0.12% at 11,478. The
S&P was up 0.26% to 1,247 and the Nas was up
0.25% to 2,650. The VIX (which measures
volatility) fell below 16, an extremely low level,
showing apparent complacency in the markets at a
time when events would seem to warrant serious
attention and concern (see Tuesday’s discussion).
There were two POMO auctions on Monday. A
total of $14.55Bn in Treasuries were purchased by
the Fed as part of its continuing program of
quantitative easing. James Bullard, President of
the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis said that the
second round of easing (aka QE2) has been “at
least modestly successful so far”, and “I would
like to adjust the program meeting by meeting...
I think we can look at this going forward. To me
it’s very much reviewable and changeable. People
talk about QE3 and QE4... they think we’re going
to announce another big number. I don’t see it
like that. I see it as a continuous process.”
So on the one hand, we have the markets
rallying on low volume. On the other hand, we
h a v e t h e F e d e r a l Re s e r v e i m p l e m e n t i n g
quantitative easing, which is the economic
equivalent of sounding a nine-alarm fire and
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calling on brigades from three surrounding states
to come help to put the fire out. Worse, they
seem to be setting up for a long-term operation,
and getting comfortable with the idea that they’ll
be battling this blaze for quite some time.
Note the disconnect here. If the economy is
doing as well as the markets would indicate, then
why is the Fed continuing to pursue QE2, let alone
dropping broad hints of QE3 and beyond? If, on the
other hand, the economy is still in serious trouble
and we actually still need QE2 and more, then
why are stocks rallying with bullishness measures
hitting fresh highs?
The economic news from around the world is
hardly supportive of such a bullish premise for the
markets. Moody’s warned on Monday that they
might lower the bond ratings of France, Spain and
Belgium, this just after its bombshell 5-notch
lowering of Irish debt just last week. As Phil
noted, “The credit default swaps tied to the
French bonds imply a rating of Baa1, seven steps
below its actual top ranking of Aaa at Moody’s
but, if it doesn’t bother the Europeans – why
should it bother us?”
When we look at a chart of the Baltic Dry
Index (which tracks the worldwide cost of shipping
various dry bulk cargos) we see that it
failed to soar to new highs, and is in
fact dropping. Furthermore, despite
the best efforts of the Fed to pump
money into the economy, the Baltic
Dry Index reveals that international
shipping is moribund at best,
currently at the lows of its range over
the last 18 months. It has never
regained its highs of 2007-2008.
Again, it is difficult to find much to
support a rational bullish argument
for the markets, apart from the
ongoing POMO-fest. But that ongoing
POMO-fest may well be enough.
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Tinsel Tuesday - Market Decorations Make Us
Merry
We’ve been watching the Dow for weeks now,
waiting to see if it could break through the 11,500
line and hold it. Tuesday was another POMO day,
with $9.4Bn worth of Treasuries being purchased
by the Fed. This, combined with Monday’s
$14.55Bn auction (for a whopping total of
$23.95Bn) helped push the Dow over our target.
The Dow closed up 0.22% at 11,559. The S&P was
up 0.33% to 1,259 and the Nas was up 0.15% to
2,671.
Meredith Whitney, founder of Meredith
Whitney Advisory Group and a former managing
director of Oppenheimer and Co. made some
startling comments on December 19th regarding
the issue of municipal and state debt. In an
interview with CBS News’ Steve Kroft, she said
“The most alarming thing about the state (debt)
issue is the level of complacency. It has tentacles
as wide as anything I’ve seen. I think next to
housing this is the single most important issue in
the United States, and certainly the largest threat
to the U.S. economy.”
When asked why people aren’t paying
attention, Whitney replied “Because they don’t
pay attention until they have to.”
One problem is the lack of available data. As
Whitney observed on September 28th in an
interview with CNBC’s Maria Bartiromo, “It
reminded me so much of the banks pre-crisis...
We couldn’t find anything that gave us a clear
story, we couldn’t find any information that was
transparent. So we did it ourselves.” A couple of
days later, in an interview with Bloomberg’s Betty
Liu, Whitney said “Yes, people have talked about
(the issue of state budgets in crisis), but when
people talk about it they don't have any tangible
numbers, they're throwing around a lot of
different numbers. It's not their fault. It's that
the data available is so murky, is so untransparent, and the complacency is so
abundant.”
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Inside Chat:
Jvest said: “Phil, just because the market is
overvalued doesn’t mean you can’t pick the few
undervalued stocks and scale into them. You
called ADBE a gift at $26 and my entry was up
300% before your call to cash. I did the same thing
with FDX when the market oversold them, and
that doubled or tripled before I cashed out. You
called a buy on CSCO when it plummeted into the
$19s and we’ll all feel like geniuses a few months
from now when it’s back in the twenties.
Yesterday AXP was down nearly 6% at one point,
and a day later it’s already recovered most of that
back. Imagine what a naked call on that would’ve
done for us... There are still bargains out there,
worth scaling into, even if the overall market is
overvalued. We just need your help to identify
them. And for your own benefit, I think you should
track them in a revolving portfolio so you can
claim your successes.”
Bargains/Jvest – Hey, thanks for noticing! I call
‘em when I see ‘em. The big trick is not to force a
trade. When I see something drop and I look at
the chart and I check my valuation and I think it’s
too cheap – that’s the kind of play I like but it
never pays to go looking for them – then it’s a
needle in a 9,000 stock haystack. I’m not into
tracking positions – I used to do that and it
became a massive chore and then too many
people would follow the same thing and positions
would crowd out. This is, primarily, an
educational site – I want people to LEARN to spot
these opportunities as well so we can all share
ideas. I want a board that is filled with a lot of
smart people who SHARE market ideas – we could
have 1,000 eyes on the market and catch moves
all over the World or everyone can follow me –
even I don’t think I’m THAT good!
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Nevertheless, according to Whitney, the federal
government has already started bailing out states. In
an op-ed for the Wall Street Journal, Whitney
pointed out that “Over 20% of California’s debt
issuance during 2009 and over 30% of its debt
issuance in 2010 to date has been subsidized by the
federal government in a program known as Build
America Bonds (BAB). Under the program, the U.S.
Treasury covers 35% of the interest paid by the
bonds.
“California is not alone: Over 30% of Illinois’s
debt and over 40% of Nevada’s debt issued since
2009 has also been subsidized with these bonds.
These states might have already reached some type
of tipping point had the federal program not been
in place.
“Beyond debt subsidies, general federal
government transfers to states now stand at the
highest levels on record. Today, more than 28% of
state funding comes from federal government
transfers, the highest contribution on record.”
The BAB program is ending. Explaining why he
thinks this current market rally is a Head Fake,
Bruce Krasting writes: “2011 will be a year of nonstop muni ‘crisis’ talk. What this really means is
that the states, counties, cities, towns and villages
will all be cutting expenses. They have to. They (for
the most part) have to balance their budgets. Big
cut backs in muni spending will drag on GDP.” And,
“BABs (Build America Bonds) is dead. This is going to
make a difference in how big ticket projects are
financed. Large construction projects of hospitals,
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schools, roads and the like are going to have to be
scaled back.”
This is just one reason why we find it difficult to
jump on the bullish bandwagon. The VIX (a market
volatility index) is a technical indicator suggesting
that stock market complacency is at
extremes.
However the low reading is not
unexpected when considering the low volume and
trading days off during this holiday period. As Adam
Warner writes in an article in Barron’s online, titled
“Does a Low VIX Signal Danger?”:
"VIX indexes a normalized 30-day implied
volatility of a hypothetical Standard & Poor's 500
(SPX) option. The volatility of SPX options depends
on both the volatility of individual component
stocks in the SPX, and the degree to which those
stocks themselves correlate. The higher the
individual stock volatility, and the greater the stock
moves correlate to one another, the greater the
volatility of SPX itself, and the more an investor
will be willing to pay for SPX options.
“Right now, both factors have hit the skids...
Suppose you peered out in time from Friday, Dec.
17. First up was a weekend, followed by a holiday
shortened four-day week that historically sees low
volume and light volatility, followed by a three- day
weekend, followed by another holiday shortened
week and long weekend. It's a full 17 calendar days
before we can reasonably expect normalcy to
return...
“So yes, the VIX looks very low to the untrained
eye. And even to the trained eye. But it's at
reasonable levels considering the current backdrop.
It will likely nudge back up as soon as we slog on,
but that has more to do with the calendar catching
up to options pricing rather than any real change in
volatility assumptions.”
While a low VIX may not necessarily be a danger
sign, it certainly is a measure of complacency, and
that’s something that is difficult to justify in the
current economic climate.
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Wednesday’s Worry - ETF Madness hits
$1,000,000,000,000
What are Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)?
According to BlackRock, “ETFs are index based
open-ended funds that can be bought and sold
like ordinary shares on a stock exchange. They
have become popular and widely used investment
vehicles to facilitate many investment and
diversification strategies — from short-term
tactical applications to longer-term strategic
applications.”
Wednesday morning Phil discussed ETFs at
length, writing “After adding $209Bn (26.3%) in
total assets so far this year, the US ETF industry
has passed the Trillion Dollar mark led by $31Bn
of inflows into fixed income ETFs, of all things as
well as $29Bn of inflows into emerging markets,
and $21Bn into domestic. Recent outflows have
knocked commodity ETFs down to $11.4Bn, miles
down from last year’s $32.6Bn inflow – rats
leaving a sinking ship, perhaps? That would be
very bad news for the firm that bought up 90% of
the LME copper supply recently. Do ETF traders
really know something or are they a lagging
indicator?”
We use a variety of ETFs in our trading ideas,
some are more useful for long positions, and some
are better used for short positions. For example,

we like XLF and FAS because we don’t want to
place a big bet on any particular bank, but as a
group we think the banks are in recovery mode.
When we short, we like to use DIA, TZA, SPY and
QID for general bets that the indexes will pull
back.
While ETFs generally have lower fees
associated with them compared to mutual funds,
some ultra ETFs and commodity ETFs churn those
fees over and over as they constantly roll their
positions. This leads to inefficiencies that dampen
returns over time, for example, look at the oil vs.
USO chart for the last 600 days on this page (or
click here to generate your own chart). You can
see that, since the crash of March 2009, USO has
underperformed as compared to oil. This makes
USO an excellent shorting candidate, and one that
we frequently make use of when devising
strategies to short oil.
Other ETFs are better at tracking the
commodity or index they are based on. For
example, GLD tracks physical gold very well while
DIA has diverged from the Dow by 2% over the last
200 days, but to the upside! If you are interested
in investing in ETFs then we suggest that you look
at the history of their performance before you
buy.
While we frequently discuss trading ideas and
have been making some trades in our $10k to $50k
Portfolio (1050P), our current preference is still
cash.
Yes, by being in cash, we have missed out on
the 100-point rally in the Dow since November
4th. However, we also missed out on the 500-point
drop between November 4th and November 30th.
As we are now in the middle of the holiday
season, with low volume and holiday-shortened
trading weeks, we still like cash and are waiting
patiently to see what the new year will bring.
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Thoughtful Thursday - The True Meaning of
Christmas
The trading week ended on Thursday with the
Dow finally closing above 11,500 for the third day
in a row. Thus, the five indexes we track (Dow,
S&P 500, Nasdaq, NYSE and Russell 2000) are now
solidly above our breakout levels. However,
Thursday was a very slow, low-volume day, and a
low-volume rally is difficult to get too enthusiastic
about.
Phil had some trade ideas on Wednesday,
starting when he wrote at 10:15 am “PCLN is
flying again, back to $420, NFLX is $188.24 and
AMZN is $185 – all juicy shorts.”
PCLN closed Thursday at $411.50, NFLX closed
Thursday at $184.92, and AMZN closed at $182.55,
so Phil nailed three for three. On Wednesday, Phil
wrote “So, how about this idea for NFLX: Buy the
Jan $190 puts for $10 and sell the $165 puts for

Watching Must Hold Levels
12/24/10

Dow

NAS

NYSE

Russell

BREAKOUT
LEVELS

11500 1220 2600

7750

725

UP 10%

11220 1177 2420

7500

700

UP 7.5%

10965 1146 2365

7280

672

UP 5%

10710 1123 2310

7140

666

(MUST HOLD)

S&P
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$2.10 AND the Feb $165 puts for $7.30. That’s
net .60 on the $25 spread and you really don’t
take a hit until around $153, assuming you even
get hit in Jan. If the Jan puts expire worthless
but NFLX is still over $178 (down $10) we can
assume the Feb $165 puts will be worth about
what the Jan $175 puts are worth now ($4.40)
while you collect $12 and either buy back the puts
or let them ride.”
Let’s take a look at this trade idea and see
how it worked out as of the close on Thursday.
This trade idea involves three components: Buying
the Jan $190 puts for $10; selling the Jan $165
puts for $2.10; selling the Feb $165 puts for $7.30.
Buying higher strike puts and selling lower strike
puts is a bearish play called a “Bear Put Spread.”
As of the end of the week, the Jan $190 puts
were $11.65 (for a profit of $1.65); the Jan $165
puts could be repurchased for $2.36 (a loss of .26)
and the Feb $165 puts could be repurchased for
$8.10 (a loss of .80). When we tally up our gains
($1.65) versus our losses ($1.06) we find that we
are up by $0.59, which isn’t too bad for having
held this position less than two full days. Of
course, this trade idea isn’t intended to be the
basis of a day trade, the idea with this trade is to
see how it works out over the next few weeks. But
this is illustrative of our approach to trading.
These kind of hedged trades are what we hope
to teach people how to find, evaluate, and then
successfully execute. As one of our Members,
“Tradinv” wrote, “Phil, Thanks for everything this
year! I tried a variety of counselors this year,
some in person, some on line. No one provided
the balance and measured advice that you did. It
was all chest pounding and entrenched thinking. I
think the most valuable thing about PSW is the
variety of ideas and opinions found here.
I
literally learn something everyday.”
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The Week Ahead
Last week was a low-volume, holiday- shortened
trading week, and we anticipate markets will be
relatively quite next week as well.

There’s also a special fourth hedge, but we’ll let
you discover that one for yourself on the main
website.

On Christmas, Phil posted the “Secret Santa’s
Inflation Hedges for 2011.” In the article Phil
discussed three specific trade ideas designed to help
people hedge against inflation. The three ideas are as
follows:

Heading into the last trading week of the year, we
continue to believe POMO is helping to prop up the
stock market, while the indexes have all exceeded
their breakout levels. This parallels the disconnect
between value and prices that frequently
characterizes stocks. Sam Antar, former CFO of Crazy
Eddie’s, the infamous public company that mastered
the art of white collar crime, understands this
phenomenon well. On the effects of the second round
of quantitative easing (QE2) via POMO, Sam had this
to say:

Inflation Hedge #1: Hedging for home price
inflation (which we think is unlikely, but is always a
possibility.) This trade idea involves options based on
XHB (the S&P Homebuilders SPDR) and is designed for
someone who has money put aside for a
downpayment on a home, but is not sure if it is the
right time to buy.
Inflation Hedge #2: Hedging for Fuel inflation.
This trade idea involves options based on XLE (the
Energy Select Sector SPDR) and is designed to help
counterbalance increased energy expenses. The idea
behind this trade is that if energy proces increase,
then the gains from this trade will help to offset those
increased expenses. If energy prices decrease, then
the losses realized from this trade idea are offset by
the savings in fuel expenses.
Inflation Hedge #3: Hedging for Food Inflation.
This trade idea involves options based on DBA (the
PowerShares DB Agriculture Fund) and is designed to
help offset increases in the price of food.
Phil said “Remember, these are not magic beans
that pay off no matter what the market does – these
are hedges against inflation and, if there is no
inflation, then you will save LESS than you otherwise
would have but, again – there are dozens of ways to
make owning DBA long-term a successful part of your
portfolio.
Instead of randomly investing your
retirement savings – trade ideas like these are ways
to put some of the money to work for you – in ways
that can help you manage your bills NOW – as part of
your daily life.”
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“If you are trading based on a bearish forecast,
you are in effect betting against a rigged market
because of the Fed's intervention. A mild rise in
stocks may have little to do with fundamentals and
more to do with Fed intervention, but the Fed can
continue its POMO program and add artificial value
to equities.”
We asked Sam if the Fed’s work in the U.S.
economy reminded him of his work as Crazy Eddie’s
CFO. Sam replied: “In Crazy Eddie, like in many other
fraudulent companies, the longs were right from $8
per share at our IPO in September 1984 to a high of
$80 per share in the summer of 1986. We rigged the
fundamentals by issuing phony financial reports and
the longs benefitted. As our frauds unraveled, the
shorts turned out to be right from $80 per share to
zero in late 1987. In betting on their predictions,
bears not only have to be right, they have to be right
at the proper time... In any case, it’s difficult to bet
against a rigged poker game run by the Federal
Reserve.”
So here we are at a juncture where economic
realities and technical performances of the indexes
appear at odds. Our current overall preference
remains cash, with select, hedged portfolio positions
and occasional small short-term trades.
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Merry Christmas to All!
World War One began in the summer of 1914,
and was the deadliest war the world had ever
seen at that time. The winter of 1914-1915 was
a grim and terrifying time in Europe. Yet, on the
first Christmas of this massive war, something
amazing happened.
A letter from a Belgian soldier who
experienced it firsthand was printed in The
Dublin Evening Mail on January 4th, 1915. The
letter was titled “Christmas in the Trenches.”
“It must have been sad do you say? Well I am
not sorry to have spent it there and the
recollection of it will ever be one of
imperishable beauty. At midnight a baritone
stood up and in a rich resonant voice sang,
Minuit Chretiens. The cannonade ceased and
when the hymn finished applause broke out
from our side and from the German trenches!
The Germans were celebrating Christmas too
and we could hear them singing two hundred
yards from us. Now I am going to tell you
something which you will think incredible but I
give you my word that it is true. At dawn the
Germans displayed a placard over the trenches
on which was written Happy Christmas and then

leaving their trenches, unarmed they advanced
towards us singing and shouting "comrades!" No
one fired. We also had left our trenches and
separated from each other only by the half
frozen Yser, we exchanged presents. They gave
us cigars and we threw them some chocolate.
Thus almost fraternizing we passed the
morning. Unlikely indeed, but true. I saw it but
thought I was dreaming. They asked us to spend
Christmas without firing and the whole day
passed without any fighting. At eight o'clock in
the evening we were relieved by other soldiers,
and returned to the rear without being
disturbed. Was it not splendid? Think you that
we were wrong? We have been criticized here;
it is said that we ought to have fired. But would
it not have been dastardly? And then, why kill
one another on such a festive day?”
The Christmas truce was not to be repeated.
Officers on both sides took steps to ensure
nothing like this would happen again. But for
one day, in the middle of this awful conflict, the
guns were silenced. Not by orders, not by force,
but by simple goodwill. Sworn enemies, men
who were trying to kill each other only moments
before, celebrated Christmas together in peace.
If there is one thought, one hope
that stands above all others
during this season, it is this:
Miracles can and do happen. One
happened on Christmas day, 1914.
During the darkest days of the
worst war the world had yet seen,
the spirit of peace and
brotherhood prevailed on the
battlefield, if only for a little
while.
Merry Christmas everyone.
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Next Week’s Economic Calendar
Monday 27

Tuesday 28

Wednesday 29

Thursday 30

11:30 AM: 3-Month
Bill Auction

8:55 AM: Redbook

7:00 AM: MBA
Purchase Applications

8:30 AM: Jobless
Claims

11:30 AM: 6-Month
Bill Auction

9:00 AM: S&P CaseShiller HPI

10:30 AM: EIA
Petroleum Status
Report

9:45 AM: Chicago PMI

1:00 PM: 2-Year Note
Auction

10:00 AM: Consumer
Confidence
POMO DAY
$6Bn - $8Bn

Friday 31

10:00 AM: Pending
Home Sales Index
POMO DAY
$4Bn - $6Bn

10:30 AM: EIA Natural
Gas Report

Note: The material presented in this commentary is provided for informational purposes only and is based upon
information that is considered to be reliable. However, neither Philstockworld, LLC (PSW) nor its affiliates warrant its
completeness, accuracy or adequacy and it should not be relied upon as such. Neither PSW nor its affiliates are
responsible for any errors or omissions or for results obtained from the use of this information. Past performance,
including the tracking of virtual trades and portfolios for educational purposes, is not necessarily indicative of future
results. Neither Phil, Optrader, Oxen Group or anyone related to PSW is a registered financial adviser and they may
hold positions in the stocks mentioned, which may change at any time without notice. Do not buy or sell based on
anything that is written here, the risk of loss in trading is great.
This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or other financial
instrument. Securities or other financial instruments mentioned in this material are not suitable for all investors. Any
opinions expressed herein are given in good faith, are subject to change without notice, and are only intended at the
moment of their issue as conditions quickly change. The information contained herein does not constitute advice on the
tax consequences of making any particular investment decision. This material does not take into account your particular
investment objectives, financial situations or needs and is not intended as a recommendation to you of any particular
securities, financial instruments or strategies. Before investing, you should consider whether it is suitable for your
particular circumstances and, as necessary, seek professional advice.
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